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This EP was first featured on the Bruise Your Body Breaks  show September 24th 2009 right here on Nubreaks.com

Review by WinoWarrior

ALL ABOARD!!! First call for the Intercontinental Bass Express departing sunny Miami, Florida.
The IBE will be boarding at DebonaireRecords.com  and worldwide on September 29, 2009:
Destination-BASS!!!
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That's right ladies and gentelmen, your eyes do not decieve you.  In a magnificent cosmic
collision of epic proportions, the reigning overlord of filthy Electrobass has exploded head-on
with a mastermind of Electro-technical design.  Thats right, the legendary Debonaire and the
one-and-only Darxid have come together to get the party bumpin' and movin' on the right track. 
Welcome to the International Bass Express, a journey emersed in gut-wrenching Bass and
deep silky synths, brought to you by a name synonymous with longevity, quality, and expertise:
Debonaire Records, Inc.

Your ear-drum pounding, breath-consuming journey on the IBE will consist of five, that's right
five, spectacular destinations:

01: Intercontinental Bass Express (Westbound Mix)
02: Mouth On The Speaker
03: Always Two
04: Break It Down
05: Intercontinental Bass Express (Eastbound Mix)

ALL ABOARD!!!  Now let's take a look at where this futuristic funky freighter is going to be
headed on this Bass-fueled journey into Electro nirvana.  And don't worry, the IBE is a
green-friendly hypersonic transportation device that runs soley off of face-throttling bass steam
and heatwaves of etheral rolling synths.

First Stop:  Intercontinental Bass Express (Westbound Mix)

The locals love this destination for it's laid back atmosphere, but once you dig down a bit, what
you find is a deep warm landscape of rolling beats and sharp tight stabs.  Bringing this smooth
atmosphere together seemlessly with the poppin' beats and stormin' synths is what the local
breakers call "The Juicy."  And they would be right!  Topping this off with artfully executed
vocoding makes for what breakers all over the world are bum-rushing dancefloors to strut their
skills to, one hell of a "juicy" destination.

Second Stop:  Mouth on the Speaker

Arriving here for a night-tour, what you will find is the tremendously abundant and notoriously
shadey wildlife.  The day only lasts for one fleeting hour here, while for the rest of your visit, you
will be immersed in a dark and luscious landscape of blizzarding syths and pounding bass kicks
that work together to lead you to a breathtakingly crafted cityscape of omnipotent Electrobass
and brutal battling robots.  We have been invited to taste the sound, drink of it, for it is the
fountain of youth... 
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Third Stop:  Always Two

Upon exiting the IBE please watch your step as the syth-sweeper runs day and night here
cleaning the streets of ill beats and priming a sonic canvas for chuggin'groovin' bass rolls and
mezmorizing vocal oration.  Interestingly, it is for these very reasons that you will find locals
dancing in the streets, and on the sidewalks, and in the coffee shops, and at the market....You
get the picture, enjoy the ride.

Fourth Stop:  Break it Down

Welcome to the home of Electro-Land!  This is the worlds largest theme-park dedicated to sick
mind-blowing Electro and face-melting bass.  A notoriously favorite ride here is the
Vo-CoDeLux.  This ride will race you through a pasture of sparkling sonic textures before
careening into a freefall helicopter spin of spine-numbing force and speed.  The end of this
insane ride gives you a chance to battle it out with your fellow occupants in a no-holds-bared
bboy battle to the death!  Many man enter, one man leave.  We have the technology...

Fifth Stop:  Intercontinental Bass Express (Eastbound Mix)

There is but one word to describe our last destination ladies and gentlemen: BIG.  This is the
biggest stop on the Intercontinental Bass Express's five city tour.  From the moment you set foot
on the polished marble pavement here, you will experience nothing short of awe and disbelief. 
Bring your dirty money, leave the braziers at home, this entire city is actually one massive
casino-train!  Althought this is true, all bets are off, as the tearing bass will pound and throb
most players into oblivion and the atmosphere will have even the most modest begging for
more, more, more!  Throw in the "freaks servin' dranks" and "speaker-lined walls" and what you
get is a cocktail that will blow yer frickin' mind!  Nuff said.

We do hope that you have all enjoyed the tour.  We will now restart the tour by re-visiting the
entire tour! It's called repeat, and you are going to find yourself hitting it, again and again and
again...
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Debonaire & Darxid brought to you by Debonaire Records, Inc. have teamed up to bring one ofthe most complimentary duos that the Electro scene has seen in a long while, if ever!  Thesubsonic penetrating bass and top-notch production skills of the legendary Debonaire combinedwith the quality technical expertise and eloquent atmospheric ambiance of Darxid creates aflawless universe of Electrobass sound.  The two have melded seemlessly together their owndistinct styles and sounds to create more of the epic dancefloor bombs that Debonaire Records,Inc. is known for dropping.  You've got to get your hands on this one folks.  Quality + Creativity = Debonaire & Darxid:  International Bass Express Available worldwide anywhere you buy digital music !!!
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